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The Department of Civil, Environmental Engineering and

Architecture (DICAAR) of the University of Cagliari installed

a weather radar over the tower-shaft elevator of a building

of the Faculty of Engineering and Architecture (Lon

9.108720∘, Lat 39.228991∘).

This position was decided in order to limit electromagnetic
interferences and minimize the ground clutter effects,

which are due to morphology and surrounding buildings.

The radar is the SuperGauge model, produced by

Envisens Technologies; it’s a X-band radar characterized

by a single elevation and single polarization, with 1 minute

resolution in time and 60 m resolution in space. The radar

can monitor an area within a radius of 30 km, with an

azimuth resolution linearly increasing with distance up to

1500 m at the maximum distance (30 km). Hence, from the

current position the instrument can monitor the whole

Cagliari metropolitan area. Each scan is then processed to

return the measures in a regular 1024x1024 grid with

60x60 meter grid-cells every minute.
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The a and b parameters[1] must be calibrated by comparison of measurements

made during rainfall events respectively with rain gauges and with the weather

radar. In the radar’s monitoring area of interest there are 10 working rain gauges,

while from the entire operative period of radar are been selected 36 rainfall events.

A first calibration has been made at event scale; for each of these the optimal

parameters a and b have been calculated. The optimization has been performed
searching for the parameters values that minimize the difference between the mean

gauges rain rate and the radar mean rain rate.

In the figure on the right each point represents a pair of optimal a and b values; the

size of circles proportional to mean rainfall intensity (black) and total rainfall depth

(blue). The a values ranges from 50 to 57.5 while b from 0.5 to 1.6.

The more dispersed points are associated to the rainfall events with the lowest

mean intensities.

The median values of a and b (a=53.89, b=0.86), that are indicated in the figure with

the red asterisk, were adopted as preliminary calibration values

Location of the weather radar

Weather radar Envisens SuperGauge. On the right a view of the Cagliari’s site. Example of rain rate map. Red dots are the ground reference measurement points. 
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